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a) Written Presentation in support of Verbal Presentation made on March 10, 2021 

 

1. Salutation 

 

Good afternoon, Mayor Borrowman and Members of Council. Thank you for the 

opportunity to speak to you this afternoon. 

 

2. Introduction 

 

My name is Norbert Morgenstern. My wife and I have had property in Canmore for more 

than 25 years and became permanent residents just a few years ago. 

 

3. Background 

 

I am a retired professor form the University of Alberta and a specialist in geotechnical 

engineering. While retired from academic duties at the University of Alberta, I retain an 

active consulting practice with an emphasis on dams, geological hazards and risk-related 

issues. 

 

4. Intent 

 

Canmore, at these hearings, is facing a number of complex risk/reward issues and is 

gaining input from divergent perspectives. My intent here is to focus on the plan to build 

on the undermined lands in the Town of Canmore, which in the past had been precluded 

from development. It is my understanding that gaining access to these lands by TSMV is 

central to achieving their vision that has been presented for support and imminent 

approval. The means for doing so raises a number of technical issues that require better 

understanding of technical issues that are related to risk assessment by all stakeholders, 

particularly the residents of Canmore. 

 

5. Technical Assessments 

 

a. Status 

The evolution of technical procedures to evaluate risk of subsidence is a critical 

development that requires a methodology to do so in a reliable manner. In simple terms, 

the first comprehensive assessment of subsidence related risk was undertaken by our 



friend Gerry Stephenson and the excellent consulting company that he founded, Norwest 

Consultants. With the intimate knowledge of Canmore mining that Gerry had, 

prescriptive conclusions were made with respect to where development should or should 

not be permitted. I think that in about 2000 the continuation of these studies went to 

Golder Associates, a company that I know well from its early days as a one-person 

geotechnical consultancy to now a multi-diverse organization, operating internationally 

over a range of geotechnical and environmental issues. Golder Associates is also highly 

respected. 

 

Golder Associates came to similar conclusions as had Gerry Stephenson and Norwest 

Consultants. These prescriptive procedures, based on best judgment at the time, resulted 

in the development limitations imposed on the golf course package and impacting the 

economics of past development proposals. It appears central to the TSMV proposal that 

reduction in these restrictions is necessary to satisfy the corporation’s current business 

case. 

 

The opportunity to achieve this objective has been opened up by the Government of 

Alberta in the Municipal Government Act, Canmore Undermining Review Regulation, 

Alberta Regulation 34/2020 which outlines the requirements of an Area Mining Impact 

Overview Report Followed by a Subdivision Mining Impact Assessment Report. This 

regulatory development opens up the possibility of utilizing risk assessment as opposed 

to prescriptive design criteria. 

 

The proposed methodologies for doing so are outlined in “2020 Guidelines to Evaluate 

Proposed Development in Our Designated Undermined Lands in the Town of Canmore.” 

It has been prepared by a group composed of representation from the Town of Canmore, 

a developer and Golder Associates. Fundamentally this proposes a quantified risk-based 

approach. As declared, the outcome of assessment to be performed according to these 

Guidelines should be a clear understanding of subsurface risks and the intent for safety 

mitigation to be adopted as known on this date of the assessments. 

 

I agree with the proposed regulatory change. It reflects an increase in government to 

adopt risk-informed decision making and is being adopted in Alberta Environment and 

elsewhere in government. 

 

The Town of Canmore has experience with risk-based decision making in terms of 

geological hazards. At the time of the 2013 Cougar Creek flood, I assisted the Town in 

developing a risk-informed decision related to the debris barrier currently under 

construction in Cougar Creek. This was an innovative step in public policy and was 

supported by all levels of government. For example, one consideration is the duty of the 

Town to manage accumulative debris in perpetuity. There is no time or space here to 

detail how this decision process evolved, other than the technical literature and the Town 

documents. All should remember the need for special efforts to communicate risk 

analyses and risk tolerance criteria to all stakeholders to gain support for the 

recommendations put forward. 

 



b. Recommendations 

In order to proceed forward and to gain confidence from all stakeholders, I recommend 

the following: 

 

i. Quantified Risk Assessment (QRA) applied to complex coal subsidence issues is not as 

common in my experience as compared with risk assessment of other geological hazards. 

The QRA team should cite examples where their methodology has been applied and the 

associated outcomes together with residual uncertainties. 

ii. The acceptance of tolerable risk as a societal issue rather one that is technical alone. 

Therefore, the Town of Canmore must initiate an effort regarding risk communication so 

that all stakeholders gain an understanding of the risk evaluation process and the risk 

tolerance that is being proposed. 

iii. An important element in risk assessment procedures includes ALARP (As Low As 

Reasonably Practical). The total site outcomes, guided by ALARP, should be determined 

and available at the end of the subdivision approval stage. This will indicate maximum 

resource requirements based on known and projected conditions; however, it will not 

preclude optimization during the “Development and Building Permit Stage” should 

approval be conferred. 

iv. I note that on page 2 of the Guidelines, there is ambiguity about the time scale of risk 

assessment. The QRA team should clarify their statement that might be construed as a 

limitation to the potential long-term failure modes that need to be addressed. 

v. Finally, the QRA team should stress their methodology in terms of what might be the 

worst case that could develop. This is possibly best explored by the experience incurred 

at Sechelt / Seawatch Subdivision (please see subsequent pages). While the geological 

circumstances around this occurrence are not the same as those that exist in Canmore, 

there are enough similar elements in the engineering / approval / fiscal responsibility 

relationships to be of concern. 

 

If something similar were to develop in our Town of Canmore, it would be a disaster for 

the community. 

 

 

Respectfully yours, 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Norbert R. Morgenstern, CM, AOE, FRSC, FCAE, FEIC, P.Eng. 

Distinguished University Professor Emeritus of 

Civil and Environmental Engineering 

 

NRM/vg 
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For the Record 
A statement from the District of Sechelt regarding the Seawatch subdivision 

The search for a solution to the problems at Seawatch can and should continue, but the District of Sechelt can only do 
that within the proper bounds of responsible government. The Seawatch subdivision was designed, built, marketed, and 
sold by a private company. The District of Sechelt cannot accept the argument that when a private sector venture 
falters, the cost should be borne by the Sechelt taxpayers.   

We hope the following will set the record straight on some fundamental points regarding the Seawatch subdivision. 

The Seawatch subdivision was built by a private developer, Concordia Seawatch Ltd. Concordia purchased the property 
in 2004, as part of a larger site that was in foreclosure proceedings. Under District of Sechelt planning and development 
bylaws, the site could not be developed without a geotechnical report from a qualified professional addressing (among 
other things) the issues of soil and slope stability. The District of Sechelt required, and relied on, such reports in 
accordance with the Community Charter and the Local Government Act.  

As with any subdivision development, Concordia was required to construct all of the roads and pipes and then transfer 
them to the District once completed. Concordia hired a geotechnical engineer, who provided a series of reports. As the 
development work proceeded, Concordia also hired additional engineers to design and supervise different aspects of 
the development. When the development was complete, these engineers signed letters of assurance, certifying that the 
development had been properly constructed. The District of Sechelt relied on the accuracy of these reports.  

Following completion of the roads, water and sewer lines, Concordia began to construct and market houses on the lots.  
The subdivision includes a total of 28 lots, of which Concordia sold 13.  Concordia continues to own the remaining 15 
lots: one has a completed house and 14 are vacant. 

In 2006, Concordia was required to register a restrictive covenant against title to all of the subdivided lots.  The 
restrictive covenant also attached a report dated April 28, 2006 from Concordia's geotechnical engineer.  This report 
described the geotechnical attributes of the land, documented the sinkholes which had developed up to that time at the 
site, and set out how the infrastructure and building foundations should be designed. The restrictive covenant remains 
registered on title, and as a charge registered under the Land Title Act, the restrictive covenant was available to each 
purchaser of a lot in the subdivision. This means each property owner should have been aware of the geotechnical 
attributes of the land.  

In June 2012, a sinkhole appeared on Seawatch Lane. In February 2015, another large sinkhole damaged one of the 
residences, to the point where the owners could no longer continue to live there.  At approximately the same time, Gale 
Avenue North was also undermined. There was further deterioration in the condition of Gale Avenue North in early 
2018, and part of the road has been closed to vehicle traffic. In September 2018, another sinkhole appeared on one of 
the remaining undeveloped lots owned by Concordia.   
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Following the appearance of the large sinkhole in February 2015, the affected owners commenced legal action.  Five 
other Seawatch owners commenced additional legal actions subsequently, but some of these have been discontinued. 
Currently, two owners have ongoing litigation. The District of Sechelt is just one of the defendants in this litigation. The 
other parties include;  

• Concordia,  
• engineering firms,  
• Concordia’s contractor, 
• the home warranty provider, and 
• real estate agents. 

 A trial is set for March 23, 2020. Sechelt staff and Council have a responsibility to respect the current legal proceedings 
and cannot comment on these matters. 

Since 2012, costs to the District of Sechelt are more than $500,000 in engineering and contracting services (not including 
staff time) on the Seawatch subdivision. The District of Sechelt has conducted road repairs, filled holes, and retained 
independent consulting engineers to monitor the situation and to investigate the geotechnical issues relating to the 
subdivision. All of the engineering reports have been provided to the Seawatch residents, and many have also been 
posted on the District of Sechelt web site.   

The District of Sechelt has very limited powers to require property owners to leave their own homes, particularly in the 
case of properties for which there have been no reports of physical damage.  In the circumstances, the District of Sechelt 
believes that its best course of action is to give the owners any engineering information and warnings which it is able to 
pass on. 

In July of 2015, the District of Sechelt held a meeting with the Seawatch residents to discuss the findings of the hired 
experts. At that time, the residents were given the following information:  

• Of all the options the most comprehensive solution would involve a combination of site dewatering, partial 
infrastructure replacement, and repairs to the existing roads.  A site dewatering program would involve drilling 
several wells at different locations in the subdivision, and operating pumps on a continuous basis to remove 
groundwater. 
 

• The total cost of these measures, would be in the order of $10,000,000 (2015 dollars).  However, there was no 
guarantee that these measures would work, so that even an expenditure of this magnitude might not produce a 
stable, long-term solution. 
 

• The District of Sechelt does not have $10,000,000 available to spend while attempting to recover the costs from 
the responsible parties. To borrow the money would require the assent of all the residents through a District-
wide referendum or through an Alternative Approval Process. The principle and interest payments on a $10 
million debt would be about $700,000 per year for 20 years. This would require an immediate 8.5% property tax 
increase.        
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The District of Sechelt informed the residents that it would not undertake the kind of repair and reconstruction program 
described above. Both  representatives of the District of Sechelt and residents in the subdivision have contacted the 
Provincial Government on more than one occasion, and been advised that the Provincial Government will not assist as 
the situation does not qualify under the emergency response program. 

The District of Sechelt will continue to hire professional engineers to monitor the roads and make those reports 
available directly to the Seawatch residents and, through the website, to the general public. The District of Sechelt will 
continue to act in the best interests of the municipality.  
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Properties in this Sechelt, B.C. neighbourhood were

once worth over $1M. They now cost $2

By    Global News

Posted January 2, 2020 8:29 pm

WATCH: Residents of Sechelt's Seawatch neighbourhood have seen their assessments go from six figures

to one – Jan 2, 2020

This year’s property assessments are trending downward in B.C., but for

homeowners forced out of a condemned subdivision on the Sunshine Coast,

their latest estimates are downright heartbreaking.

Sean Boynton •

Global News Hour at 6 BC
Sechelt homeowners hit hard by plummeting assessments
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According to BC Assessment, the 14 properties in the Seawatch

neighbourhood of Sechelt were each worth more than $1 million in 2018, with

many close to $1.2 million.

But as of July 1, 2019, the properties — which were evacuated nearly a year

ago after sinkholes formed in the development — are now worth just $2 each:

one dollar for the land, and another for the home.

One example of the latest assessments to be reported for properties in the Seawatch

subdivision of Sechelt, B.C., for 2020. BC Assessment

“We’re shocked,” said Joanna Moradian as she looked over the assessment

documents with her husband, Chris.

READ MORE: Local state of emergency, evacuation order issued for

Seawatch subdivision in Sechelt

The District of Sechelt issued a local state of emergency and evacuation

order for the oceanside development in February 2019 over persistent and

dangerous sinkholes, which began opening up the previous fall.

“A cup of coffee costs more than $2. This is

crazy.”

TWEET THIS
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Homeowners were forced to pack up what they could and leave the once-

valuable properties, which remain behind barricades to this day.

At the time, the province said the homeowners didn’t qualify for disaster

relief, as the development was approved despite existing reports that the land

was unstable.

While the temporary state of emergency remains in place through weekly

reviews and renewals, the district has not yet declared that the evacuation is

permanent.

Residents of controversial Sechelt neighbourhood ordered out of homes – Feb 15, 2019

But the Moradians say their latest assessment says otherwise.

TRENDING STORIES
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Residents of controversial Sechelt neighbourhood ord…

Woman who died after AstraZeneca shot had ‘highly unusual’

symptoms, officials say

Here’s where Walmart is closing six stores in Canada
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“We’re not aware of any permanent closure, but we can only assume this

assessment is based on some kind of information that indicates a permanent

closure of some sort,” Chris said.

“What was their logic and reasoning coming up with this assessment?”

READ MORE: Evacuated homeowners, RCMP concerned over break-ins at

condemned Sechelt subdivision

The couple has tried to get answers from BC Assessment, but did not get any

response.

The Moradians, who are now staying with family in Burnaby, and other

homeowners kicked out of Seawatch are now wondering if they’ll ever return

home.

“If I had a garden shed sitting on my property … it would probably still be

assessed at $150, $200,” Rod Goy said. “I don’t understand the rationale.

“One of the possible outcomes of this is that everything will be fixed and we’ll

be going back in our homes. Obviously the assessment authority doesn’t

think that.”

https://globalnews.ca/news/5857594/sechelt-seawatch-squatters/
https://globalnews.ca/news/7697306/walmart-canada-store-closures/
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Residents forced from homes in Sechelt victimized by squatters – Sep 4, 2019

Goy said it’s possible the assessment could change next year if the

evacuation order is lifted — but with no information from officials, it’s hard for

him to take comfort in that possibility.

Even more perplexing, nearby properties within the evacuation zone that are

not part of of the Seawatch development actually retained their values, which

are well over $1 million.

Global News has reached out to BC Assessment for comment.

The bad news puts additional pressure on the families, who already had to

get through a tough Christmas.

READ MORE: Sechelt homeowners furious district has cut off access to

their homes

“We were the gathering place for our family, and we couldn’t do that this

year,” Ed Pednaud said.

In August, the owners of eight of the Seawatch homes — including Goy and

the Moradians — filed separate lawsuits against the District of Sechelt, the

province, the contractor and the developer.

The challenges will likely take years to wind their way through the legal

system. None of the defendants will comment on the matter, as it’s now

before the courts.

2:02

Residents forced from homes in Sechelt victimized by …

“We had to get away, because the

Christmas spirit was just not there.”

TWEET THIS
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An engineering report confirms a sinking Sechelt neighbourhood should remain closed – Feb 1,

2019

As the problems continue to mount, the homeowners say getting help is more

important than ever.

“We don’t know what the future holds,” Pednaud said. “How do I fund my kids’

university? That was all planned, and now that plan has been put on hold.

“We’re trying to keep them as insulated as possible, but it’s difficult. Our kids

are quite bright. They see what’s going on, and they think it’s unfair as well.”

— With files from Aaron McArthur

© 2020 Global News, a division of Corus Entertainment Inc.
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